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SRCD regularly issues press releases on new research findings published in its journals. The Society also issues statements from leadership and media advisories on SRCD’s Biennial Meetings and other events.
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Study Finds Infants Later Diagnosed with Autism Show Reduced Social Communication Before their First Birthday

November 17, 2021
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“Can you Show Me How to Calm Myself Down?” Observing Adults Can Help Toddlers Regulate their Emotions

November 17, 2021
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Social and Emotional Development
Leher Singh, Ph.D. Named Director for Science Affairs at Society for Research in Child Development

October 5, 2021
Let Babies Play! Study Shows Free Play May Help Infants Learn and Develop

September 29, 2021
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Child Development Special Section: The Impact of COVID-19 on Child Development around the World
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SRCD In The News
Jane Goodall: Life on earth is resilient, even in the most threatening situations. Have Hope. [PRESS COVERAGE]

October 31, 2021
By Jane Goodall and Heather Templeton-Dill, Opinion Contributors for USA Today
Trauma and Stress
Jane Goodall and Heather Templeton-Dill
A new study sounds like good news about screen time and kids’ health. So does it mean we can all stop worrying?

[PRESS COVERAGE]

October 22, 2021
By Brendon Hyndman, Associate Dean (Research), Charles Sturt University
Parents and Families
Schooling and Education
Brendon Hyndman
Active, exuberant play helps infants develop cognitive, social skills [PRESS COVERAGE]

October 6, 2021
Rose Weldon, Healio
Cognition and Perception
Parents and Families
Rose Weldon
Here’s what makes ‘authoritative parents’ different from the rest—and why psychologists say it’s the best parenting style [PRESS COVERAGE]

October 5, 2021
By Francyne Zeltser, CNBC Make It
Parents and Families
Francyne Zeltser
Babies Know Best When It Comes to Play [PRESS COVERAGE]

September 29, 2021
By Cara Murez, HealthDay
Cognition and Perception
Parents and Families
Cara Murez
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